
 
       2015 CYC RACING YACHT FLEET’S TIMER SCRIPT              

 
 

Event Race 
Time 

Sound Script 

Postponement (or General Recall) PRO’s call < TWO GUNS > “AP (or General Recall) up with TWO sounds.” 

 PRO’s call   “ONE minute to AP (or General Recall) down and a  
GUN” 

 PRO’s call < GUN > “Gun!; ONE minute to a < class name > warning.” 
 
     

   Call attention to the first scheduled warning at 
30, 20, 15, 10 and 5 minutes in advance. 

Class Warning    
 10:54  “ONE minute to < Class >  flag up and a gun” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
< Class > Flag Up 10:55 <GUN> “Gun!; ONE minute to the Papa flag up and a gun” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
Preparatory up 10:56 <GUN> “Gun!; THREE minutes to Papa flag down with a 

LONG sound.” 
 10:57  “TWO minutes to Papa down with ONE LONG 

sound.” 
 10:58  “ONE minute to Papa down with ONE LONG 

sound.” 
 Tape Recorder Started for/by PRO    10:58:30  “Start tape recorders” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory down 10:59 <LONG HORN> “LONG sound!; ONE minute to < Class >  flag 
down, < Next Class > flag up and a GUN” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
< Class > Start;  
< Class > Warning (Flag Up) 

11:00 <GUN> “Gun!; ONE minute to the Papa flag up.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
Preparatory up 11:01 <GUN> “Gun!; THREE minutes to Papa flag down” 

 11:02  “TWO minutes to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound” 

 11:03  “ONE minute to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound” 

 Tape Recorder Started for/by PRO    11:03:30  “Start tape recorders” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory down 11:04 <LONG HORN> “LONG Sound!; ONE minute to < Class > flag 
down, < Next Class > flag up and a GUN.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
< Class > Start;  
< Class > Warning (Flag Up) 
Warning 

11:05 <GUN> “Gun!; ONE minute to the Papa flag up and a gun.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
Preparatory up 11:06 <GUN> “Gun!; THREE minutes to Papa flag down” 

 11:07  “TWO minutes to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound” 

 11:08  “ONE minute to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound.” 

 Tape Recorder Started for/by PRO    11:08:30  “Start tape recorders” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory down 11:09 <LONG HORN> “LONG sound!; ONE minute to < Class > flag down, < 
Next Class > flag up and a GUN.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
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< Class Start >; 
< Class > Warning (Flag Up) 

11:10 <GUN> “Gun!” ONE minute to the Papa flag up and a gun.” 

 
 
 

If you have more than six classes starting – continue in same sequence timing. 
 

If you have less than six classes starting – end at last class’s start. 
 

Script will start over for each race. 
 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory up 11:11 <GUN> “Gun!; THREE minutes to Papa flag down” 
 11:12  “TWO minutes to Papa down with ONE LONG 

sound” 

 11:13  “ONE minute to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound.” 

 Tape Recorder Started for/by PRO    11:13:30  “Start tape recorders” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory down 11:14 <LONG HORN> “LONG sound!; ONE minute to < Class > flag down, < 
Next Class > flag up and a GUN.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

< Class Start >; 
< Class > Warning (Flag Up) 

 11:15 <GUN> “Gun!” ONE minute to the Papa flag up and a gun.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory up 11:16 <GUN> “Gun!; THREE minutes to Papa flag down” 

 11:17  “TWO minutes to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound” 

 11:18  “ONE minute to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound” 

 Tape Recorder Started for/by PRO    11:18:30  “Start tape recorders” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory down 11:19 <LONG HORN> “LONG Sound!; ONE minute to < Class > flag 
down, < Next Class > flag up and a GUN.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
< Class > Start;  
< Class > Warning (Flag Up) 
Warning 

11:20 <GUN> “Gun!; ONE minute to the Papa flag up and a gun.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
Preparatory up 11:21 <GUN> “Gun!; THREE minutes to Papa flag down” 

 11:22  “TWO minutes to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound” 

 11:23  “ONE minute to Papa down with ONE LONG 
sound.” 

 Tape Recorder Started for/by PRO    11:23:30  “Start tape recorders” 
   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 

Preparatory down 11:24 <LONG HORN> “LONG sound!; ONE minute to < Class > flag down and 
a GUN.” 

   “30...15...10...5…4…3…2…1…” 
< Class > Start 11:25 <GUN> “Gun!”  


